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1  Complete the following dialogue:

Rana asks Ola some questions about computer games.

Rana : Can I ask you some questions? 

Ola : (1)........................................................................................................................ . 

Rana : (2)........................................................................................................................?

Ola : In my opinion, some computer games are useful. 

Rana : (3)........................................................................................................................? 

Ola : Because some of them can help you to learn new things. 

Rana : Do you think it is a good idea to play computer games late at night? 

Ola : (4)........................................................................................................................ .

Rana : I agree with you, but when should we play computer games? 

Ola : (5)........................................................................................................................ .

2  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1. This modern car can travel at high .................... .

a) speed  b) price
c) panel  d) river

2. Shopping online is great. It .................... us time.
a) saves  b) makes
c) do  d) push

3. Many people can .................... their shopping online.
a) go  b) do
c) save  d) waste

4. When it’s hot, you .................... drink much water.
a) can’t  b) shouldn’t
c) won’t  d) should

5. Will you visit Aswan next winter? - Yes, I .................... .
a) would  b) will
c) won’t  d) do
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6. I think electric cars will help to .................... pollution in the future.

a) repair  b) install

c) save  d) reduce

7. The road is not big enough for cars, but you can go down it on a .................... .

a) train  b) plane

c) motorbike  d) ferry

8. My brother likes the internet. He always plays .................... games on it.

a) online  b) offline

c) inside  d) outside

9. I use my .................... to listen to music on my mobile phone.

a) mouse  b) keyboard

c) headphone  d) charger

10. What .................... happen if he studies hard?

a) will  b) does

c) is  d) did

3   Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in 

brackets:

1. Dina should visit her aunt if she ..................... (go) to Alexandria.

2. If he ..................... (play) well, he will win the match.

3. When you feel ill, you ..................... (see) a doctor.

4. My father prefers ..................... (read) short stories.

5. I think lots of people ..................... (would) buy these new headphones.
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1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1. Don’t touch the ...................., or the machine will start.

a) arm b) engine c) stick d) lever
2. He can’t stop using his mobile, he must be .................... to it. 

a) healthy b) addicted c) detected d) debated 
3. .................... you feel ill, you should see a doctor. 

a) What b) How c) When d) Would 
4. When I visited Paris, I bought a .................... of the Eiffel Tower 

a) metal b) machine c) medal d) model 
5. You should have a .................... of important papers in a safe place. 

a) drawing b) painting c) copy d) model 
6. He was sad when his brother .................... his computer. 

a) fixed b) broke c) saved d) helped 
7. My father allowed us .................... football. 

a) play b) to play c) playing d) plays 
8. .................... shops close in the next ten years? 

a) Are b) Do c) Will d) Is 
9.  .................... is a bad problem in our country. 

a) Pollution b) Education c) Charity d) School 
10. I have some .................... on my mobile to help me study. 

a) apps b) cameras c) tools d) destination

2   Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in 
brackets:
1. If I study hard today, I ..................... (go) to the club.
2. I hope the flying motorbike..................... (will/invent) soon.
3. You shouldn’t ..................... (watching) too much TV. It’s bad for your eyes.
4. My father will ..................... (flies) to America next week.

3  Write a paragraph of NINETY (90) words on:
“Online shopping”
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1  Complete the following dialogue:

A teacher is talking to Rania about using mobile phones.

Teacher : What types of technology do you use every day?

Rania : (1)........................................................................................................................ .

Teacher : What do you use your phone for?

Rania : (2)........................................................................................................................ .

Teacher : (3)........................................................................................................................?

Rania : I check social media once an hour.

Teacher : (4)........................................................................................................................?

Rania : Yes, I have some problems when I use technology.

Teacher : How does watching videos online make you feel?

Rania : (5)........................................................................................................................ .

2  Read the following, then answer the questions:

It is well known that modern technology like computers and smart 

mobile phones have become part of everyday life. It is common to see that a 

lot of people are busy using the mobile phones for doing the shopping online 

as it saves time and gives more choices. Also, many people spend hours playing 

games or watching TV and don’t spend enough time doing exercise and that’s 

one of the dangers of technology. Although modern technology has made life 

easier and more comfortable, it has bad effects on our lives. Computer addiction 

can also cause health problems such as bad eye-sight and becoming fat. So, if 

you aren’t addicted to technology, you’ll be fine and if you use technology well, 

it should help you become more healthy. 
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A) Answer the following questions:

1. What is the main idea of the passage? 

 .................................................................................................................................................................................

2. Do you think that using modern technology is healthy? How? 

 .................................................................................................................................................................................

3. What does the underlined pronoun “it” refer to? 

 .................................................................................................................................................................................

B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. Shopping online ............................. time and gives more choices. 

a) wastes  b) saves

c) spends  d) kills 

5. If you use technology well, it helps you become ............................. . 

a) healthy  b) unhealthy

c) uncomfortable  d) bad 

6. The underlined word “modern” is the opposite of ............................. . 

a) small  b) big

c) ancient  d) new

3   Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in 

brackets:

1. If he ..................... (have) much money, he will buy a new car. 

2. You shouldn’t ..................... (swam) in the sea if it is very cold. 

3. If everyone ..................... (shopping) online, the shops  will close. 

4. What ..................... (you/do) if you win the competition? 
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1  Complete the following dialogue:

1. Yes, of course.

2. What’s your opinion about computer games?

3. Why do you think so?

4. No, I don’t think so.

5. I think we should play them in our free time.

2  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1. a) speed      2. a) saves 

3. b) do       4. d) should

5. b) will      6. d) reduce

7. c) motorbike     8. a) online

9. c) headphone     10. a) will

3  Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets:

1. goes

2. plays

3. should see

4. reading

5. will
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1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1. d) lever     2. b) addicted

3. c) When     4. d) model 

5. c) copy     6. b) broke

7. b) to play     8. c) Will 

9. a) Pollution     10. a) apps

2  Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets:

1. will go 

2. will be invented

3. watch

4. fly

3  Write a paragraph of NINETY (90) words on:

Left to students.
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1  Complete the following dialogue:

1. I always use my mobile phone.

2. I use it to check social media.

3. How often do you check social media?

4. Do you have any problems with technology?

5. It often makes me happy.

2  Read the following, then answer the questions:

A) Answer the following questions:

1. Advantages and disadvantages of modern technology.

2.  No, I don’t. Although modern technology has made life easier and more 

comfortable, it has had bad effects on our lives. It  can cause health 

problems such as bad eye-sight and becoming fat.

3. It refers to modern technology.

B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. b) saves

5. a) healthy

6. c) ancient

3  Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets:

1. has

2. swim

3. shops

4. will you do
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                                                Prep 2 Final Revision  

Complete the following dialogue :  

1-<Huda wants to buy a new coat at the clothes shop =  
 Shop assistant :Can I help you ? 

 Huda                :Yes , (1)... I want to buy a new coat ….  . 
 Shop assistant :(2).... What size…..  would you like ? 

 Huda                :I9d like it medium, please   
 Shop assistant :Medium !(3).... What colour…. ?  

 Huda                :I like it red , please.  

 Shop assistant :Can you try these on ? 

 Huda                :(4) ……sure………………! Where is the changing room ? 

 shop assistant :It9s over there !  
 Huda               : (5) …….Thanks…. . 

2-<Yasser visits his grandma on Fridays =  
 Yasser      :Hi ! How are things, ,grandma?  

 Grandma : (1)…..I9m fine And you ?  

 Yasser      :(2)fine , too ! I would like some cake . 

 Grandma :Would you like some tea with the cake ?   

 Yasser       :(3)Yes , please , just a little .  

 Grandma  :(4) …Do you want  Suger…….  ? 

 Yasser       :Yes , please ,but that9s enough . I only like a little suger . 
 Grandma  :(5)….. Anything  else… .  
 Yasser      :Thank you ,Grandma . 

 Grandma : You9re welcome . 
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3-<Basem is talking with Raham about facebook  =  
 Basem :I always see you online on facebook !  

 Reham : (1)…..Yes, That9s right….. .  
 Basem  :Why are you always online ? 

 Reham :(2) I chat with my friends . 

 Basem  :Chat ! (3) …What does this mean…….. ?   

 Rehma  :I mean I talk with my friends . 

 Basem   :(4)...How long do you spend on the internet…. ? 

 Rahma  : I usually spend from 5 to 6 hours a day . 

 Basem   :Oh my good ! That9s  too much . (5)... You shouldn9t stay too long online… .  
 Rahma : Thank you for your advice . I9ll try . 

4-<Hend and Hoda are talking about the screen of the mobile   =  
 Hend  :You look sad ! What9s the matter ? 

 Huda : My mobile phone screen (1) …was damaged…. .  
 Hend  :(2)... How did that happen…. ? 

 Huda :When I opened that box , it was damaged .  

 Hend  :(3)…...When did you ordered it….?  
 Huda  :I ordered it last week. 

 Hend  :When was the delivery ? 

 Huda  : It was today .What should I do ? 

 Hend  : (4)…You should send…. an email to them . 

 Huda  :(5)Thank you for…… your advice . 

5-Alaa advises Eman to have a balanced diet .= 

 Eman :I feel tired all the time and I don9t get enough sleep . 
 Alaa   : (1) …What kind of food do you eat ….? 

 Eman :I usually eat fast food . 

 Alaa   :It9s (2) unhealthy . You should have a balanced diet . 

 Eman  :How can I have a balanced diet ? 

 Alaa   :(3)…It9s a good idea to…. eat some of all the types of food . 

 Eman  :(4)….What about…. sleep ? 

 Alaa   :You should sleep well about eight hours a day . 

 Eman :What else should I do ?. 

 Alaa   :You (5)……… should do some exercise….. . 
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Choose the correct answer from a, b , c or d  

  1-Do you think there will be many ……… in your English homework ? WB 

 a-corrections    b-apps   c-turns  d-tools  

 2-Do you ……………… that the weather will get hotter in the future ? WB 

 a-have    b-invent   c-give  d-predict 

 3-If the shops close , then lots of other ……….. like café9s will close ,too . SB 

 a-jobs    b-businesses  c-ideas  d-circles 

 4-I asked my aunt to ………….. a French internet article into Arabic . WB 

 a-build    b-check   c-translate d-damage 

 5-The road is not big enough for cars, but you can go down it on a …… . WB 

 a-train    b-plane   c-motorbike d-ferry 

 6-There9s a /an  …… on the phone which tells me the weather in the city .WB 

 a-app    b-screen   c-battery  d-charger  

 7-I like to wear my ………………  on the bus to listen to music . 
 a-helmet    b-headphones  c-glasses  d-jacket 

 8-This message is written in German .Can you …………… it into Arabic? 

 a-transfer    b-predict   c-translate d-fix 

 9-………………… are like planes , but they do not have wings ! WB 

 a-Cars    b-Cameras  c-Mobiles  d-Helicopters  

 10-Do you think scientists can …………….. the future ? B : Of course not . 

 a-translate    b-translation  c-predict  d-prediction 

 11-The internet is a useful ……………… . 
 a-invent    b-invention  c-predict  d-prediction 

12-I have many …on my phone , like Facebook ,  SoundCloud and  WhatsApp. 

 a-programs    b-inventions  c-jobs   d-apps  

 13-Scientists will ……… a car that doesn9t make any pollution in the future . 
 a-invite    b-invent   c-invest  d-intend  

 14-My mother always ………………… the shopping on Fridays ? 

 a-goes    b-does   c-makes  d-looks 
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 15-You can … money when you buy from that shop .Things are cheaper in it . 
 a-save    b-waste   c-lose  d-stay 

 16-Some birds have strong ……………,so they can fly a long distance . 
 a-beaks    b-wings   c-tails  d-legs 

 17-My teacher always asks my to write the …………… of any project . 
 a-technology    b-sounds   c-resources d-speed 

 18-Ola always …………….. her money on buying dress . 
 a-waits    b-has   c-spends  d-makes 

 19-Old cars and factory rubbish cause the problem of ………….. . 
 a-correction    b-development  c-pollution d-technology 

 20-Mona always wears … on the bus because she loves listening to music. WB 

 a-mobiles    b-headphones  c-dresses  d-tables 

 21-Do you think that it will be easier to ………..from Arabic to English  next 

term. WB 

 a-translate    b-translation  c-predict  d-prediction 

 22-The road is not big enough for cars ,but you can go down it on a ……. . WB 

 a-lorry    b-circle   c-foot  d-motorbike 

 23-A : Can we go to the club tomorrow ? B : Sorry ! I don9t …. enough time . 

 a-build    b-wait   c-have  d-spend 

 24-The plane was traveling at a …………… of 500 km an hour . 
 a-wight    b-depth   c-speed  d-height 

 25-Scientists use solar ……………….. to make electricity ? 

 a-towers    b-roads   c-tunnels  d-panels 

 26-I don9t like shopping online because I don9t like …………… a delivery . 
 a-selling    b-waiting for  c-spending d-wasting 

 27- I always help my mother ………………. the the weekend . 

 a-for   b-of     c-in   d-at 

 28-My sister likes to …………….. her phone every year . 
 a-make   b-save    c-change  d-waste 
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 29-My grandmother thinks that online shopping isn9t great ,but I ............. . 
 a-agree   b-disagree    c-accept  d-expect 

 30-It9s important to know about the ……………. Technology  . 
 a-lost    b-latest    c-least  d-list 

 31-The cheetah can run ……………….. the speed of  120.7 km/h . 
 a-on   b-at     c-in   d-off 

 32-Can you tell me whether you are …………or against online shopping ? 

 a-for   b-at     c-into  d-to 

 33-……………… shops close in the next ten years ?   WB 

 a-Do   b-Are    c-Have  d-Will 

 34-Do you predict that the weather ………… hotter in the future ? WB 

 a-gets   b-got     c-will get  d-are getting 

 35-Hassan won9t use the internet to buy food when he ………. older . SB 

 a- is   b-was    c-be   d-are 

 36-When Huda visits Cairo , She ………………. Some new shoes. SB 

 a-would buy    b-buying    c-will buy  d-bought 

 37-If I …………… to the shops ,I will spend a lot of money . SB 

 a-go   b-goes    c-going  d-went 

 38-What invention do you hope we ………………. in the future ? 

 a-see   b-will see    c-would see d-saw 

 39-I think the headphones ………………. very useful for travelling ? SB 

 a-will go   b-are going to be  c-be   d-would be 

 40- Life ………………….. easier in the future . SB 

 a-is   b-was    c-will be  d-were 

 41-Mona …………… online for a new phone when she gets home . 

 a-looked   b-looking    c-would look d-will look 

 42-If I ....everything online ,I won9t be able to go shopping with my friends .SB 

 a-would buy   b-buy    c-will buy  d-bought 

 43-I hope I ……………. Some money soon . 
 a-earns   b-will earn   c-earned  d-earning 
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 44-I agree that the jacket won9t …………….. useful in Egypt  ! 
 a-be   b-is     c-are   d-was 

 45-No ,I …………… be free Tomorrow . 

 a-don9t   b-am bot    c-haven9t  d-won9t 
 46-What ………………… you  do next weekend ? 

 a-do   b-are    c-will  d-have 

 47-Kamal will arrive on time if he ……………… about the meeting . 
 a-will know   b-knew    c-knows  d-knowing 

 48-If Omar trains hard , he ……………….. next week9s match . 
 a-wins   b-will win    c-won9t win d-doesn9t win 

 49-If I help my mother at the weekend ,She …………Have more free time . SB 

 a-9ll   b-8d     c-8s   d-should 

 50-If I …… to  the shops , I will spend a lot of money . SB 

 a-go   b-went    c-goes  d-going 

 51-What clothes ……………… if it9s cold ? WB 

 a-I will wear   b-will wear   c-wear  d-will I wear 

 52- People use blankets to feel ………………… in cold weather . 
 a-bigger   b-warmer    c-colder  d-cooler 

 53-You shouldn9t ………………. in the sea if it is very cold . WB 

 a-run   b-swim    c-visit  d-understand 

 54-If you don9t ………………. The lesson , you should tell the teacher .WB 

 a-visit   b-swim    c-understand d-try 

 55-Our friends sent us some photos on ………………….. . WB 

 a-social media   b-screen    c-keyboard d-mouse  

 56-The tourists took  the road south by…,but they wanted to go north . WB 

 a-correction   b-lever    c-mistake  d-right 

 57-My little sister is ……………. to sweets ,she always wants to eat them !WB 

 a-damaged   b-broken    c-addicted  d-hated 

 58-Some divers will ……………….. the bottom of this sea tomorrow . WB 

 a-explore   b-damage    c-invent  d-make 
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 59-You shouldn9t .…outside for too long if it is very hot in the dessert  .WB 

 a- try   b-stay    c-swim  d- visit 

 60-I would like to …………. a machine to tidy my bedroom ! SB 

 a-invite   b-invent    c-travel  d-disappear 

 61-I think it is …………. to travel in time . It can9t happen . SB 

 a-important   b-impossible   c-easy  d-possible 

 62- We can only travel though ………………  , not time . SB 

 a-place   b-replace    c-space  d-advice 

 63- ……………….. is a pain your head . 

 a-Stomachache  b- Headache   c-Toothache d-Backache 

 64-Put this …………………… towards you to start the machine . 
 a-lever   b-lift     c-liver  d-level 

 65-Don9t say ……………… things a bout your friends on social media . 
 a-nice   b-useful    c-good  d-horrible 

 67-I9d like to …………… my new photos with my friends on the internet . 
 a-discuss   b-share    c-cut   d-explore 

 68-It9s ……………… today .I think it is going to rain . 
 a-hot   b-windy    c-sunny  d-cloudy  

 69-When I go to bed , I turn my phone ………………. . 
 a-over   b-of     c-off   d-on 

 70-My parents will take my phone ……………… if I Play on it9s much . 

 a-way   b-away    c-on   d-off 

 71-Dad was really sad because his glasses ………………. . 
 a-made   b-disappeared   c-came  d-arrived 

 72-You ……tell a parent or teacher if you feel worried about something. SB 

 a-should    b-shouldn9t   c-mustn9t  d-couldn9t 
 73- You shouldn9t watch videos on the phone if your head ………………. . SB 

 a-had hurt   b-will hurt   c-hurts  d-hurt 

 74-Should I …………… for too long on the internet if I have a headache ? SB 

 a-stays   b-stay    c-to stay  d-staying 
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 75-If you ………Someone ,you shouldn9t make friends with them online . SB 

 a-didn9t know   b-don9t know   c-not know d-won9t know 

 76-If you see people being horrible online , you …… tell your parents . SB 

 a-should   b-won9t    c-are   d-shouldn9t 
 77-When you go to bed , you ……………. Turn your phone off . SB 

 a-should   b-will    c-won9t  d-have 

 78- You should tell a parent or teacher if you ….worried about something. SB 

 a-feel   b-feels    c-felt   d-are felt 

 79-You ……………. Swim in the sea if it is very cold .WB 

 a-have to   b-had to    c-should  d-shouldn9t 
 80-When  you ……………… tired ,you should have a break . WB 

 a-are   b-be     c-were  d-will be 

 81-You ……………… eat many sweets if you have diabetes . 
 a-should   b-shouldn9t   c-must  d-haven9t 
 82- Where should I go if I ……………. to buy a new car ? 

 a-was wanting    b-wants    c-want  d-wanting 

 83-<Quiet= has the meaning of ………………… 

 a-positive   b-rough    c-poor  d-calm 

 84- ………………. Will help us do many dangerous and difficult in the future. 
 a-Animals   b-Robots    c-People  d-Insect 

 85-My father always works most of the day , so he has less ……. Time .  
 a-busy   b-free    c-full          d-expensive 

 86-I would like to ……………. The phone for a new that is not damage . SB 

 a- watch   b-change    c-exercise  d-text 

 87-watching TV for along time is bad ………… your heath . 
 a-of   b-to     c-for   d-off 

 88-I9m looking forward to ………………. The new museum . 
 a-visit    b-visiting    c-visited  d-visit 

 89-Spending a lot of time on …………… makes you have eye problems . 
 a-headphones   b-board    c-screen  d-music 
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 90-The girl ……………… like her mother .They both are tall and thin . 

 a- makes   b-takes    c-looks  d-gives 

 91-The opposite of positive is ……………………….  . 
 a-active   b-superlative   c-adjective    d-negative 

 92-I ordered a game for children ……………….. 10-14 online . 

 a-age   b-ages    c-aged  d-ago 

 93-I ……………… to my grandparents9 home in Siwa next month . SB 

 a-go   b-went    c-will go  d-is going 

 94-When you …. online games ,you should check that you can9t  buy anything.  

 a-played   b-plays    c-play  d-playing 

 95-Do you ……………… that the weather will get hotter in the future ? WB 

 a-predict   b-prediction   c-invent  d-invention 

 96-It was cloudy this morning ,but the clouds soon …when the sun came out . 
 a-appeared   b-disappeared   c-broke  d-damaged 

 97-I asked my teacher for help because I couldn9t ……… a new lesson . WB 

 a-stay   b-visit    c-understand d-try 

 98-The tourist ……… the pyramids if they are in Cairo for the frist time .WB 

 a-would visit   b-are visited   c-visited  d-should visit  

 99-The students were really happy ………… their exam results . 
 a- about   b-on     c-in   d-from 
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Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets: 

1-Cafes ……………… (closing) in the future .                       will close       SB 

2-I hope there ……………(is) less pollution .                         will be          WB 

3-I think we ……(do) shopping online more .                        will do           WB  

5-I sure people ……(use) drones in the future .                    will use          SB 

6-IF my mother ………. (have) more free time , we will go out .  has        SB 

7-Who will I talk to if I …(not know ) anyone at the school ? don9t know WB  

8-Hassan …(not use)the internet to buy food when he is older.               won9t use   SB 

9-Mona will look online for a new  phone when she …… (get) home .            gets       SB 

10-People who are addicted to eating sweets should ……… (tries)   
     eating fruit instead .                                                                        try       WB  

11-When you drop rubbish on the floor , you …... (pick) it up .     should pick           WB 

12-If they don9t change ,maybe you should ……. (finding)  some  

     new friends.                                                                                Find          SB 

13-If you ……….. (thinks) that your fried is addicted to social media ,  
  you should advise him .                                                               Think        SB 
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technology رىٌٕٛٛع١ب connection طٍخ check ٠فؾض 

future ًَِزمج wings أعٕؾخ headache طلاع 

language ٌغخ hope  ًِ٠أًِ -أ expert فج١و 

push ٠لفغ predict ٠زٕجأ advice ٔظ١ؾخ 

electricity وٙوثبء prediction رٕجؤ social media ٟرٛاطً اعزّبػ 

translate ُ٠زوع machine اٌخ allow ٠َّؼ 

translation روعّخ invent ٠قزوع reply ٠وك 

describe ٠ظف invention افزواع explore ٠َزىشف 

description ٚطف choice افز١به climate ِٕبؿ 

resources ِٛاهك shop ٠زَٛق pull ٠غنة 

research ثؾش shopping رَٛق drop ٠َمؾ 

results ٔزبئظ pollute ٠ٍٛس machine إٌخ 

headphone ٍّبػخ pollution رٍٛس space فؼبء 

app رطج١ك benefits فٛائل model ّٔٛمط 

motorbike كهاعخ ثقبه٠خ owe to ٠َزل٠ٓ ٌـ copy  َٔقخ -٠َٕـ 

helicopter ١ٍ٘ٛوٛثزو coat ٛثٍط lever  هافؼخ 

speed ٍوػخ necessary ٞػوٚه disappear ٟ٠قزف 

Solar panel ٌٛاػ ش١َّخأ famous ِشٙٛه believe ٠ؼزمل 

delivery ًرٛط١ warm ٟكاف suddenly فغأح 

businesses أػّبي agree ٠ٛافك planets وٛاوت 

hurt  ٌُ٠ؤمٞ -٠ؤ disagree ال ٠ٛافك illness ِوع 

air اٌٙٛاء save  ٠ٛفو laugh ٠ؼؾه 

cool  عناة -هائغ good for طبٌؼ ٌـ addicted ِِٓل 

cost ٠ىٍف bad for ٍٟء ٌـ real ٟؽم١م 

horrible فظ١غ order أِو damage رٍف 

danger فطو hearing اٌَّغ view ِٕظو 

debate  ِٕبظوح heading ْػٕٛا reason ٍجت 

screen شبشخ text ًٍ٠و faithfully ثئفالص 

health اٌظؾخ thought رىف١و formal ٍّٟه 

wish ّٟٕ٠ز regards رؾ١بد robot ٌٟإَٔبْ أ 

sincerely ثئفالص improve َٓ٠ؾ title ْػٕٛا 

wheel ػغٍخ transport ًإٌم look like ٗ٠شج 
 

Important words  وٍّبد ٘بِخ 

 headphones ٍّبػبد امْ  addicted to ِلِٓ ػٍٟ    horrible فظ١غ

 helicopter ؽبئوح ١ٍ٘ٛوٛثزو motorbike كهاعخ ثقبه٠خ hearing اٌَّغ

٠طٍت -٠أِو   order طلاع headache ُ٠زوع translate 

 speed ٍوػخ Social media رٛاطً اعزّبػٟ waste ٠ؼ١غ

 Solar panels اٌٛاػ ش١َّخ electricity وٙوثبء debate ِٕبظوح

 invention افزواع disappear ٠قزفٟ app رطج١ك

 by mistake ػٓ ؽو٠ك اٌقطأ video games اٌؼبة ف١ل٠ٛ dangers ِقبؽو

Unit 7 - Technology and the future 
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Irregular verbs 
make  made  made  ٠ظٕغ 

drive  drove  driven  ٠مٛك 

spend  spent  spent  ٠مؼٟ / ٠ٕفك 

buy  bought  bought  ٞ٠شزو 

see  saw  seen ٞ٠و 

meet  met  met  ً٠مبث 

show  showed  shown  ٓ٠ٛػؼ / ٠ج١ 

feel  felt  felt  ٠شؼو 

sleep  slept  slept  َ٠ٕب 

hurt  hurt  hurt ٞ٠غوػ / ٠ؤم 

 

 I love online shopping! -Injy  
     Shopping online is great! Firstly, it saves my time. I don't want to 

spend lots of time travelling to the shops. I can stay at home and 

buy the things I want in a few minutes. Secondly, I have more 

choice online. Also, if more people shop online, there will be fewer 

cars on the road and less pollution! I will do all my shopping online 

when I am older. 

 

 I prefer going to real shops in my city -Baher  
     Every time I buy clothes online, the thing that I buy is wrong! At 

a shop, I can see what I am buying and I can try it first. Also, I don't 

like to waste time waiting for a delivery – I want things now! If 

everyone shops online, the shops in our town and cities will close. If 

they close, then lots of other businesses like cafes will close, too. 

 
)2Reading ( 

1. This clever jacket uses an app to make you warmer when the 

weather is cold.  

2. When these headphones hear another language, they can translate 

it into your language . 

3. Change roads into solar panels!  

This invention uses strong glass that you can drive on and make 

electricity at the same time. 

4. IS it a motorbike? Is it a helicopter? 

No, this invention is half-motorbike and half - helicopter! It can push 

you into the air at the speed of a fast car ! 
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Listening Text 
1. Narrator : Hatem 

Hatem : Wow! that looks so cool! I am sure It is very useful though? It won't be 

able to fly very high, will it? 

2. Narrator : Manal 

Manal : I think lots of people will want to buy one of these, they will be very useful 

for travelling. It won't help people to speak other languages though, will it? It is 

only good for listening. 

3. Narrator : Tarek 

Tarek : I think this is a good idea for people in cold places. It won't be very useful 

for me though! Maybe they will make one to make people feel cooler! That 

would be good here in the summer! 

4. Narrator : Sawsan 

Sawsan : I think that is an amazing invention. I hope they will build lots of these in 

Egypt. We have lots of sun and we could make lots of electricity. 

 
)1Reading ( 

The Time Machine   By H G Wells 
 

London, England, 1895 
     A group of friends meet for dinner at the Time Traveller's house. 

After dinner, the Time Traveller asks his friends if they think that it is 

possible to travel through time. '' It's impossible!" they reply, " We 

can only travel through space, not time". The Time Traveller shows 

them a small model of a machine that he has in his hand. '' This is 

a copy of a machine that I believe can go through time. It took 

me two years to build", he tells them. The friends laugh. " Pull this 

lever," he tells one of them. They feel some wind and then the machine suddenly 

disappears! '' Where is it?" the other men ask. " The model machine is in the 

future," the Time Traveller says. " Would you like to see the real machine?" he 

asks. He takes them to another room. Inside the room is another, bigger 

machine. It is not finished. " In this machine," he says " I will explore the past and 

future!" 

 

Listening Text 
1. Narrator Shady 

Shady I am not sleeping very well at the moment. I usually watch some videos 

on the internet before I go to sleep but sometimes I watch them for a few hours 

and then I can't sleep. My head often hurts lots in the morning too. 

2. Narrator Hala 

Hala I found this great online game but I didn't know that when I got new things 

on 

it, It costs real money! I hope my parents aren't going to be angry when I tell 

them how much money I spent..... 

3. Narrator Randa 

Randa I love social media, I love watching videos online and I love talking to my 

friends on my phone. But now, I feel worried if I don't have my phone or I 
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can't check it. I think it is starting to become a problem. 

4. Narrator Adam 

Adam My friends and I like to put funny pictures online but when I share a photo, 

everyone says my clothes are not cool or my hair looks strange . It makes me 

feel sad. 

)1Reading ( 
The dangers of technology  

Sleep: Many people text, check social media or watch videos 

online late into the night. Then they don't get enough sleep. 

Eye Problems: If you spend a lot of time on screens, you can have eye problems 

and headaches. 

Ear problems: Listening to loud music or films through headphones can damage 

your hearing. 

Exercise: Many people spend hours playing video games or watching TV and 

don't spend enough time outside doing exercise . 

 

Listening Text 

Debate about : All computer games are bad for you  

Hanan : Do you think that all computer games are bad for you, 

Lama? 

Lama : In my view, not all computer games are bad. Some of 

them can help you to learn things. 

Hanan : I agree. If you don't play computer games all the time, it shouldn't be a 

problem. 

Lama : In my opinion, playing games late at night stops you sleeping. 

Hanan : I agree. It is not a good idea to play games late at night though. 

Lama : Yes, It's a good idea to only play quiet, calm games in the evening. 

Hanan : If you only play games that teach you things in the evening, it should be 

fine. 
 

Videoscript 

Narrator What do you use when you want to find out the time? 

Do you use a watch or do you use a clock? 

These clocks either use numbers to tell the time or they use hands. These hands 

show hours, minutes and seconds. But how did people know the time in the past? In 

Ancient Egypt, people used sundials. Sundials use position of the sun to tell the time. 

Then, in the year 1524, a scientist from Damascus called Taqi al-Din invented a 

watch that looked like watches of today. It had three hands to show hours, minutes 

and seconds. It was also small, so people could carry it with them. 

But watches today don't only tell you the time. Some watches will say that you 

should do exercise if you are sitting at a computer for a long time! And some have 

apps, such as maps, that will give you directions if you are lost. What will the 

watches of the future be like? Some will be like modern mobile phones. If someone 

calls you, you will be able to see them on a special video screen. 

And some will look after your health. They will tell you what medicine you should 

take if you are ill, or that you should see a doctor. 
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1. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d 
1. An.............is a small computer program that we can use on a mobile or 

electronic devices. 

a. port            b. app               c. clap                d. sap 

2. To...................is to change words into another language. 

a. state           b. transport       c. feed               d. translate 

3. A....................has two wheels and an engine. 

a. car              b. motorbike     c. bike               d. ship 

4. A..........is a piece of equipment that we wear over our ears to listen to music. 

a. tablet          b. headphone   c. glasses          d. DVD player 

5. A...............is kind of plane that uses long thin parts on its top that turn round 

quickly. 

a. plane          b. rocket            c. helicopter      d. spaceship 

6. I don't have many.....................This is the only solution. 

a. equipment b. choices          c. advice           d. information 

7. Let's.....................our shopping tomorrow. 

a. go                b. do                  c. spends           d. makes 

8. The clever jacket uses an...........to make you warmer. 

a. app              b. button            c. number         d. suggestion 

9. The headphone can..................Arabic into English. 

a. write             b. transport         c. translate        d. feed 

10. Changing roads into.............panels is a great invention. 

a. moon           b. water               c. plastic          d. solar 

11. ................is dangerous and damages the environment. 

a. Books           b. Pollution          c. Cars             d. trains 

12. If you..................your time, you will regret. 

a. save               b. waste           c. manage             d. benefit 

13. Lots of other............like cafes will close if we shop online. 

a. businesses     b. ports              c. inventions          d. information 

14. The plane will ...................in England at 11 o'clock. 

a. get                 b. arrive              c. reach                 d. arriving 

15. I would prefer......................abroad. 

a. travel             b. travels              c. travelling          d. to travel 

16. He spent his time.....................the internet. 

a. surf                  b. surfing             c. to surf                d. surfs 

17. The internet is a great............................ 

a. invent             b. discover           c. discovery         d. invention 

18. The opposite of "save" is........................... 

a. safe                 b. wear                 c. waste               d. wait 

19. The..........of the car is strong. 

a. engine             b. wings               c. engineer           d. rocks 

20. We asked for food, but the...................man was late because of the rain. 

a. delivery            b. iron                   c. green                 d. wise 

1. ................means liking something so much. 

a. Hating                 b. Dislike               c. Addicted           d. Sad 

2. To hold something and move it towards you means.................... 
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a. feed                    b. pull                    c. hit                        d. shave 

3. By....................means without intending to. 

a. mistake              b. plane                 c. bus                      d. cake 

4. ...................is to become impossible to see any longer. 

a. Appear              b. Stay                    c. Save                    d. Disappear 

5. To travel around an area to find out about it means.................... 

a. import                b. export                 c. explore                d. explode 

6. A pain in your head means............................. 

a. toothache         b. headache          c. knee ache           d. singing 

7. .................means very bad. 

a. Horrible              b. Nice                     c. Amazing              d. Interesting 

8. Websites and programs that allow people to communicate on the internet 

mean social........ 

a. idea                    b. media                  c. book                    d. train 

9. A................is a stick or handle on a machine that you move to make it work. 

a. liver                    b. lever                      c. clever                 d. brave 

10. It is.......................to travel through time. 

a. impossible        b. easy                      c. ancient                 d. modern 

11. This is a.................of the machine. It is not real. 

a. model                b. medal                  c. true                         d. metal 

12. Don't worry, I have another................of the key, we can use it. 

a. copy                 b. cup              c. mug                   d. fig 

13. Pull the.....................to make this machine work. 

a. heart                b. lever              c. wall                   d. hole 

14. Social media allows us...................with others. 

a. communicate b. communicated c. to communicate d. communicates 

15. How much...................did you spend on this book? 

a. food                 b. clothes           c. money              d. pounds 

16. I don't have internet so I can't play....................games. 

a. offline              b. online             c. light                   d. weight 

17. My father doesn't like modern technology,.................. 

a. too                   b. also                 c. either                d. neither 

18. Some people become..................to technology. 

a. addicted         b. addiction        c. addict             d. addicts 

19. During exams, you must turn your mobile.................... 

a. of                     b. off                     c. on                    d. in 

20. The opposite of "impossible" is..................... 

a. possible           b. true                  c. bad                  d. funny 

1. We use a.................to find out the time. 

a. watch              b. app                 c. book                 d. clocks 

2. Ali is......................a doctor or an engineer. 

a. neither              b. also                c. either               d. both 

3. The clocks use numbers or..........................to tell the time. 

a. bags                 b. hands              c. legs                d. fingers 

4. In Ancient Egypt, people used............................. 

a. mobiles            b. apps                c. ebooks            d. sundials 
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5. A famous scientist..................a watch. 

a. invented          b. invited              c. stole                 d. robbed 

6. If you don't know the directions, you can use a................. 

a. mob                 b. map                    c. app               d. clock 

7. If you are ill, take some...................to feel better. 

a. poison              b. sweets                c. sugar              d. medicine 

8. I am looking forward to....................a new car. 

a. buy                  b. bought                c. buys               d. buying 

9. Listening to loud music can......................your hearing. 

a. help                 b. improve               c. tell                 d. damage 

10. We start an email with............................... 

a. Dear                 b. Best wishes          c. See you        d. Yours 
 

L 

 
 

 (  shall / will +  ٠زىْٛ اٌَّزمجً اٌج١َؾ ِٓ         )     المصدر ) 
 اٌىٍّبد اٌلاٌخ ػٍٟ اٌَّزمجً  

Tomorrow       / next  /      soon  /       in the future       / in 2030       / in three years' time      /  

I shall / will spend my holiday in Alexandria . 
Will you be able to fly a plane in the future ? 
In the future , there will be a lot of useful inventions . 

They won't go to school tomorrow  
My sister will be 20 next year . 
I will answer the telephone 

                                                َٔزقلَ اٌَّزمجً اٌج١َؾ ١ٌلي ػٍٟ اٌزٕجؤ ِغ اٌىٍّبد ا٢ر١خ :           

I hope / I think / I am sure / I promise / I expect / Perhaps / I predict / probably 

It will probably rain .                                             /             I hope you will win the match   
Perhaps she will buy a new mobile                    /              I expect he will come soon  

Exercise on grammar 

1. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d 
1. They hope that they....................win the match. 

a. will                b. are              c. had                 d. has 

2. My father......................74 next year. 

a. will be           b. is being         c. is going to be           d. are going 

3. It...................probably rain. 

a. had                b. have              c. has                    d. will 

4. What will..................if you have much money? 

a. happens         b. happened           c. happening           d. happen 

5. They will travel.......................... 

a. last week         b. yesterday           c. next week          d. two days ago 

6. Will you visit Aswan? Yes, I .............................. 

a. would             b. will                         c. wont                   d. do 

7. I promise that I ........................buy you a mobile. 

a. will                  b. am                      c. have                     d. are 

8. Do you think it.............................hot? 

a. will be             b. is been              c. are going                d. can been 

9. I expect that she............................be a doctor. 

a. is                     b. have                   c. has                         d. will 

The future  
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10. I promise...................them. 

a. will help         b. to help                 c. helped                  d. helps 

2. Complete the sentences with the correct form: 

1. Will they stay in Cairo? - Yes, they.................(won't). 

2. I think, It will..........................(rains) tomorrow. 

3. Where................(did) you travel next week? 

4. My sister................(would) be 30 next year. 

5. I hope...................(will win) the next competition 
 
 

The first conditional  ٌٟٚاٌؾبٌخ اٌشوؽ١خ اال  
If  (  ِؼبهع ث١َؾ ) , ( will .+ المصدر ) 

  If you pass your exams , I  will buy you a new motorbike . 

  I  will be able to travel abroad if I  have a passport . 

  I will do my shopping online if I have a credit card . 

  What will I eat if I don't like this food ? 

If  ِٓ ثلال when َ٠ّىٓ اٍزقلا 

  We will have our lunch if / when my father comes home . 
  I will use the social media website if / when I have a smart mobile . 

Should    ٠غت     / shouldn't    فٟ إٌظ١ؾخ َٔزقلَ        :   ال ٠غت 

 ٠أرٟ ثؼل ( should   / shouldn't )  فؼً فٟ اٌّظله ٚرلي ػٍٟ إٌظ١ؾخ أٚ ِب ٠غت اْ ٠ىْٛ

We use should to talk about things that are good to do.[( رَزقلَ ِغ األش١بء اٌغ١لح ( should  

You should always eat healthy food. You should take a ten-minute break. 
You shouldn't stay up too late at night.         You should make a revisiontimetable  

If / When (  ِؼبهع ث١َؾ ) , ( should.+ المصدر ) 

If ( when ) you have a toothache , you should go to the dentist .  

You should turn the light off when / if you go to bed . 

If / When the teacher explains the lesson , you shouldn't make noise . 

What should you eat if you are hungry .?                   ًػٍٟ اٌفبػ ( should ) اٌَؤاي ٔملَ فٟ    

 What should I do if I want to do shopping online? 
 

 

1. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d 
1. If Ali..................hard, he will get high marks. 

a. study            b. studied              c. studying                 d. studies 

2. I will.......................you a tablet if you are clever. 

a. bought          b. buy                   c. buys                       d. buying 

3. What will happen if she......................late? 

a. arrives           b. arrived             c. arriving                   d. arriving 

4. They.....................go to the beach if is it very cold. 

a. will                b. would                c. wouldn't                 d. won't 

5. If he arrives early,.......................catch the bus? 

a. he will          b. will he                c. he would                d. would he 

6. If Mona wins the prize, I will...........................happy for her. 

a. been            b. being                 c. be                           d. am 

7. ..................you drive a car if you are old? 

a. Would          b. Will                    c. Are                           d. Had 
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8. If he helps them, they.......................pass the exam. 

a. would            b. will                  c. have                           d. are 

9. Study hard or you will ................... 

a. fail                 b. fails                 c. failed                         d. failing 

10. Basant ...................angry if you insult her. 

a. will be           b. would be        c. had been                  d. have been 

:2. Complete the sentences with the correct form 
1. If you..........(doesn't) play well, you will lose. 

2. What will............(happens) if he comes late? 

3. Study hard or you...........(will) succeed. 

4. When he................(arrived), we will have lunch. 

5. If he has money,.............(he will) buy a car? 

1. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d 

1. You..............study hard if you have an exam. 

a. should              b. shouldn't                   c. mustn't                   d. won't 

2. What should they.......................when they are in Luxor? 

a. do                     b. does                         c. did                         d. doing 

3. You should help the poor if you....................rich. 

a. have                 b. had                          c. has                         d. are 

4. She.....................study hard if she wants to get high marks. 

a. should              b. shouldn't                  c. mustn't                   d. haven't 

5. Children...................play in the street when it is very hot. 

a. should              b. shouldn't                  c. must                        d. doesn't 

6. If you...............know the answer, you should ask your teacher. 

a. doesn't             b. isn't                           c. hasn't                      d. don't 

7. Mona should call the ambulance......................she sees an accident. 

a. if                        b. when                       c. whose                     d. A & B 

entences with the correct form:2. Complete the s 
1. when you have work, you..................(should) stay up late. 

2. If she is ill, she should....................(goes) to a doctor. 

3. What..................(are) they do if they have a problem? 

4. ..............(where) you are fat, you shouldn't eat many sweets. 

5. Ali should.............(has) happy if he wins the competition. 
Test on unit 7 

 

2-Complete the following dialogue 
 Ali       :   Are you interested in modern technology ? 

 Soha    : ---------------------------------------------------------------. 

 Ali         : -------------------------------------------------------------?. 

Soha    : I think that the mobile is the most useful technology . 

Ali        : ---------------------------------------------------------------- ? 

Soha    : Because I can do many things on it . 

Ali         :-------------------------------------------------------------------? 

Soha    : I can communicate with my friends and I can do shopping online. 

Ali         : -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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3-Read the following passage then answers the questions. 
     Computers are very useful in modern times. Without computers, life would be 

difficult. Computers can do very   difficult sums quickly and accurately. They can 

store huge amounts of information. So, computers are important   everywhere. 

They can help planes to take off and land. They are used by doctors to look inside 

the patients bodies. Computers will be able to translate from one language to 

another. 

wer the following questions  Ans 

1- Why are computers very useful? 

2-How can computers help planes? 

3 – How can computers  do sums?. 

4 – Computers can store [little – small – huge – big] amounts of information. 

5- [Teachers – Nurses – English – Doctors] use computers to see the inside of 

patients. 

6- Computers can ( speak – read – translate – write ) from one language to 

another . 

4- Choose the correct answer ; 
 1- People  who are ----------------- to their mobiles can hurt their eyes. 

      a) love                    b) hate                c) like                    d) addicted 

  2- The -----------------  can help you listen to music on the bus . 

     a) headphone        b) robot              c) screen               d) robot 

  3- If  you carry this heavy bag alone , it will --------------- your arm. 

    a) help                    b) hurt                 c) carry                 d) heart 

4- The social -------------- websites help us communicate with our friends easily . 

    a) means                b) technology     c) mobiles            d) media  

5- Too much watching screens can be ( good – bad – nice – wonderful ) for your 

eyes . 

6-  My teacher advised me not to ( waist – lose – miss – waste ) my time. 

7- You should turn your mobile ( off – of – on – up ) when you pray. 

8- The ( carrot – robot – headphone – rocket ) can help us clean our homes 

9-Sugar ( appears – disappears – looks – solves ) in water if you stir it . 

10- Can lions fly ? No , it is ( possible – impossible – probable – perhaps )  

5-Correct the mistakes in the following sentences: 
If you have a headache , you ………………………( taking ) medicine ). 

In the future , people………………………………. ( travelled ) by rockets. 

My father allows me………………………….. ( watch ) TV. 

I prefer…………………………… ( eat ) fresh fruit to drinking pepsi. 

6-Write a paragraph of  about 90 words   :              
( Modern technology ) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………… 
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